COIMISIÚN LÁMHSCRÍBHINNÍ na hÉIREANN
IRISH MANUSCRIPTS COMMISSION

About
IMC and its
work

Trebar cach conoi a fintid oigi foric
Prudent is he who
maintains his inheritance
entire as he finds it

• The Irish Manuscripts Commission (IMC) was founded
in 1928.

• Its remit is to preserve in print primary sources – in
public and private ownership – for Irish history and
culture through the publication of editions, calendars
and lists.

• Between 1930 and 2022 IMC has published 210

editions in 230 volumes and 52 issues of its serial publication – Analecta Hibernica.

• The members of IMC come mainly from universities,
archives and libraries throughout Ireland and they
oversee the publication programme and work of the
Commission without remuneration and in the service
of scholarship.

• Eoin MacNeill Lectures — IMC established the MacNeill Lectures in 2011 with the aim of promoting
awareness of the importance of archives and the preservation of primary sources. These lectures provide an
opportunity for distinguished international scholars to
talk about their experience of archives and primary
sources, thereby allowing an Irish audience to draw
upon the experiences of scholars and archivists outside
Ireland.

• IMC is a participant in the annual Festival of History
organised by Dublin City Library.

• IMC’s website (www.irishmanuscripts.ie) offers a
number of electronic services including online purchase of its publications, a catalogue of current and
forthcoming titles, searchable downloadable pdfs of
out of print IMC editions, as well as IMC’s Strategic
Development Plan.

• IMC sponsored a project at NAI to carry out an initial
conservation assessment and to list the previously unopened 'salved material' from the Public Record Office
of Ireland (Four Courts) fire of 1922.

• IMC is a core partner in Beyond 2022 — Ireland’s
Virtual Record Treasury project.
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